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Recent discoveries of polar topological structures (e.g., skyrmions and merons)

in ferroelectric/paraelectric heterostructures have opened a new field of polar

topotronics. However, how complex interplay of photoexcitation, electric field

and mechanical strain controls these topological structures remains elusive. To

address this challenge, we have developed a computational approach at the

nexus of machine learning and first-principles simulations. Our multiscale

neural-network quantum molecular dynamics molecular mechanics

approach achieves orders-of-magnitude faster computation, while

maintaining quantum-mechanical accuracy for atoms within the region of

interest. This approach has enabled us to investigate the dynamics of vortex

states formed in PbTiO3 nanowires embedded in SrTiO3. We find topological

switching of these vortex states to topologically trivial, uniformly polarized

states using electric field and trivial domain-wall states using shear strain. These

results, along with our earlier results on optical control of polar topology,

suggest an exciting new avenue toward opto-electro-mechanical control of

ultrafast, ultralow-power polar topotronic devices.
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Introduction

Topological structures of matter such as skyrmions and merons are emergent

quantized defects that carry a topological charge, which is invariant under continuous

deformation or external field. Originally conceptualized in particle physics, these

topological objects have since been realized as magnetic spin textures in
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ferromagnetic materials and have found great interest due to

their potential applications in next-generation spintronic devices

such as racetrack memory (Tokura and Kanazawa, 2021). In the

analogous field of ferroelectrics, there has been a growing effort

to realize similar topological features in their inherent

polarization fields. Recent experiments have shown success in

generating skyrmion bubbles and vortex structures in SrTiO3

(STO)/PbTiO3 (PTO) based superlattices (Das et al., 2019) as

well as creation of meron structures in strained PTO thin films

grown on SmScO3 (Wang et al., 2020). These structures emerge

from a subtle balance of strain and polarization energies within

interfacial materials, which in turn can be controlled by external

optical, electrical and mechanical forces. Such rich controllability

makes these polar topological structures an ideal enabler of the

next-generation polar “topotronic” devices (Tian et al., 2021).

Since these topological structures are protected against thermal

noise, different states only need to be separated by low energy

barriers, thus allowing polar topotronic devices to operate at

ultralow power.

Despite the great prospect of polar topotronics, it remains an

open question how these topological structures can be optically,

electrically and mechanically manipulated. The primary

challenge is to computationally describe their complex

polarization dynamics extending many spatiotemporal scales

as they emerge, while retaining quantum-mechanical accuracy.

This challenge could be met by recent successes in machine

learning based interatomic potentials to perform neural-network

quantum molecular dynamics (NNQMD) simulations with ab

initio accuracy but at a fraction of computational cost (Behler,

2015; Krishnamoorthy et al., 2021). In fact, we have successfully

studied optical control of polar topological structures in PTO

using NNQMD simulations on massively parallel

supercomputers, which were trained by excited-state quantum

molecular dynamics (QMD) simulations (Linker et al., 2022).

However, electrical and mechanical control of topology in more

realistic interfacial structures still remains a challenge. To address

this challenge, we propose to combine NNQMD with a

multiscale simulation approach that embeds high-accuracy but

more compute-intensive simulation in coarser simulation only

where high fidelity is required (Warshel and Levitt, 1976; Ogata

et al., 2001), which was the topic of 2013 Nobel Chemistry prize

(Warshel, 2014). We use the resulting multiscale NNQMD/

molecular mechanics (MM) framework, or simply NN/MM

method, to study electrical and mechanical manipulation of

ferroelectric topological structures formed in ferroelectric/

paraelectric heterostructures. Specifically, a scalable neural

network is trained to accurately represent the potential energy

surface of ferroelectric material, which is embedded in a classical

force-field model to describe appropriate strain and dielectric

boundary conditions imposed by paraelectric material.

In this paper, we present NN/MM simulations to study the

dynamics of topological states in a ferroelectric PTO nanowire

embedded in STOmatrix. We find the formation of a vortex state

in the nanowire in the ground state. To study electrical and

mechanical manipulation of the vortex state, we examine two

cases: 1) dynamics under an electric field in the vortex plane; and

2) dynamics under shear stress. In both cases, we find

transformations from a vortex state to trivial domains with

zero topological charge. These results demonstrate an exciting

new framework for exploring control of ferroelectric topologies

for development of next generation topotronic devices.

Materials and methods

We use a NNQMD approach to model the potential energy

surface and forces within the PTO nanowire (Linker et al., 2022).

NNQMD employs a feed-forward neural network architecture,

which consists of an input layer, multiple hidden layers, and an

output layer (Figure 1). The input is a multidimensional feature

vector for each atom that represents its local environment

through permutationally, translationally and rotationally

invariant functions within a cutoff distance. Eq 1 and 2 show

the radial and angular features for the ith atom, respectively:

Grad
i � ∑

j
e−η(Rij−RS)2 · fc(Rij), (1)

Gang
i � 21−ς∑

j,k≠i
(1 + λ cos ϑijk)ςe−η(R2

ij+R2
jk
+R2

ik) · fc(Rij)
· fc(Rjk) · fc(Rik), (2)

where Rij is the interatomic distance between the atomic pair (i, j)

and the cutoff function fc(Rij) smoothly truncates Grad
i andGang

i

functions at the cutoff distance Rc:

fc(Rij) � 1/2(cos(πRij/Rc) + 1)(Rij ≤Rc, ); 0 (else). (3)

We used Rc = 0.75 nm in this study. Hyperparameters η, RS, ς

and λ are determined to accurately describe the atomic local

environment. For the PTO system, we found that the feature

function Grad with a set of hyperparameters, η � {0.5, 1.0, 3.0}
and Rs � {1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0}, provides sufficient accuracy and

computational efficiency.

The network nodes are interconnected by adjustable weight

matrices that are trained to reproduce a ground-truth QMD

training dataset. We use two hidden layers and twenty nodes in

each layer with modified hyperbolic tangent as the activation

function. Eq. 4 shows the loss function L, i.e., the mean square

error (MSE) of the system energy and the total sum of the

atomic forces, to improve both the model fidelity and

robustness.

L � pE

2
1
NI

∑NI

I
(EQMD

I − ENN
I )2

+ pF

2
1
NI

∑NI

I

1
3Natom

∑Natom

i
(FQMD

I,i − FNN
I,i )2. (4)

The loss function compares the system energy E and the

atomic forces Fi between NNQMD prediction and ground truth
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obtained by QMD. Here, NI is the number of frames of the

training dataset, Natom is the number of atoms in each frame. The

coefficients pE and pF are adjustable parameters to control the

relative importance of the two terms as model training

progresses. We used an equal weight for the energy and force

loss functions and the L-BFGS-B scheme to minimize the loss

function.

Training data was generated using density functional theory

(DFT) based QMD simulations in the canonical (NVT) ensemble

at temperature 300 K performed for a 4 × 4 × 4 PTO tetragonal

supercell using the gamma-point for Brillouin-zone sampling.

QMD simulations were performed using the QXMD software

(Shimojo et al., 2019). A plane-wave basis was used with a cutoff

energy of 30 Ry (410 eV) for wave functions and 250 Ry

(3,400 eV) for charge density. Vanderbilt-style ultrasoft

pseudopotentials were used, and local density approximation

was used for the exchange-correlation functional. The training

and test root mean-square error values converged within a few

meV per atom, and the NNQMD model was validated using

QMD data through comparison of radial distribution functions

and bond-angle distribution. Details on model generation,

training and validation are provided in (Linker et al., 2022).

To model the paraelectric and strain boundary conditions

imposed by large STO matrix, we use a Lennard-Jones (LJ) force

field, which is much less compute-intensive than the neural

network inference in NNQMD:

V(rij) � 4ϵ((σab
rij

)12

− (σab
rij

)6) (a, b ∈ {Sr, Ti,O}), (5)

where rij is the interatomic distance between ith and jth atoms, ϵ
is an interaction energy scale and σab are element-dependent

length scales. We fit the adjustable parameters σab to reproduce

the experimental lattice constants, while ϵ is taken to be on the

order of STO’s melting temperature.

We perform multiscale NN/MM simulations in a core +

buffer approach analogous to divide-and-conquer approaches

commonly used in linear-scaling QMD simulations (Shimojo

et al., 2014). Here, a NNQMD region is defined with a core radius

RC and additional buffer radius RB (>RC). The forces on atoms

from the NN and MMmodels are then determined using a linear

support function α(r) to form a partition of unity over the entire

simulation box:

Fi(r) � α(r)FNNQMD
i (r) + (1 − α(r))FMM

i (r), (6)

α(r) �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1(r<RC)
− 1
RB − RC

(r − RB)(RC ≤ r<RB)
0(r≥RB)

. (7)

Forces on the atoms are determined by the NNQMD model

inside the core region within RC, linearly mixed in the buffer

region (RC ≤ r<RB) and purely MM outside. In general, The NN

region and corresponding support function α(r) can be defined

in 1, 2 or 3D depending on the geometry of the problem. For the

case of a PTO nanowire, α(r) is confined to 2D such that RC is

the radius of the PTO nanowire, whereas RB is RC plus the

neural-network cutoff distance (Figure 1). We perform NN/MM

simulations on nanowires of radius 2.7 and 5.5 nm. The 2.7 nm

nanowire is embedded in a matrix of 36 × 36 STO unit cells in the

lateral directions, while the 5.5 nm nanowire in a 72 × 72 unit-cell

STO matrix. Both systems are 4-unit cells thick along the

nanowire axis, which coincides with the PTO polarization

direction. The lattice constants are made compliant to the

STO matrix. To stabilize NNQMD simulations, a small LJ

repulsion equal to 8% of the STO 1/r12 interaction is added

FIGURE 1
NN/MM method. (Left panel) Spatial decomposition into NN and MM domains to study PTO nanowire, where black, green, silver and red
spheres represent Pb, Sr, Ti and O atoms, respectively. Within the nanowire domain defined by radius RC, molecular dynamics is governed by the
NNQMD model for PTO. For atoms within RC < r <RB, forces are linearly mixed between NN and MM models for STO and PTO. Beyond RB, the
dynamics is purely MM (Right panel) NNQMD for PTO. Atomic positions are used to compute symmetric functions for feature vectors that act as
an input to a feed-forward neural network. The network is trained using DFT to predict quantum-mechanically accurate energies and forces on
atoms. The MM model for STO is a simple LJ model that reproduces correct lattice constants for STO.
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to the NNQMD force field for PTO. Such a physically

constrained network is effective in preventing atoms from

getting too close in highly strained systems.

Results

We first investigate the ground-state polarization field in

the nanowire by performing molecular dynamics simulation

at a low temperature of 10 K until polarization field becomes

steady and only slightly oscillates due to harmonic oscillation

within 4 ps. The formation of a vortex state is illustrated in

Figure 2A with Sr atoms colored in green, Pb black, O red, Ti

silver and the arrows representing Ti polar displacements

creating the vortex state. Formation of a similar vortex state

has been computationally studied in BaTiO3 embedded

within a STO matrix (Nahas et al., 2015). The center of

the vortex is found to occur in the Pb-O plane of four

neighboring unit-cells with finite polarization, drawing

similar resemblance to Pb-O styled domain walls (Behera

et al., 2011). We find the vortex core displaced from the

center of the nanowire, despite the cylindrical symmetry of

boundary conditions. A similar spontaneous symmetry

breaking was observed experimentally and in phase-field

modeling in STO/PTO heterostructures (Behera et al.,

2022), where off centering of vortex cores in alternating

clockwise and counter-clockwise vortex pair states led to a

net polarization and emergent net chirality of vortex pair

states. The nanowire system possesses no preferred location

to pin the emergence of the vortex core such as a domain wall

or oxygen vacancy. While the radial location of the vortex

core is dictated by the energetics, its angular location is

stochastic, depending on the initial velocities of the

simulation.

For our 2-dimensional system, the chirality of the vortex in

can be determined by its circulation

Γ � ∫∫
S
( × P) · dS � ∫∫

S
ω · dS, (8)

where P is the polarization. We compute the pseudovector

vorticity ω � ωẑ using finite differencing of the integrand of

Eq. (8) on an interpolated fine grid of the Ti polar displacements

(Figure 2B). We observe a clear positive spike at the center of the

vortex, corresponding to its right-hand orientation.When Eq. (8)

is integrated over the surface encompassed by the radius of PTO

nanowire, a finite positive circulation is found corresponding to

the vortex’s chirality (Behera et al., 2022).

We next study the dynamics of the vortex state under electric

field, to examine the possibility of electric manipulation of the vortex

state.We apply an electric field of 1 V/nm parallel to the vortex plane

(Figure 3A). Figures 3B–D show progression of the vortex state after

turning on the field at time t � 0. Within the first 300 fs, the vortex

state is quickly corrupted as the polarization begins to curl to comply

with the electric field. After 700 fs, almost all signature of the vortex

state has been lost with only small curl of the polarization remaining.

Within 1 ps, the entire vortex state has been annihilated, forming a

topologically trivial, uniformly polarized domain in the direction of

the electric field. This is consistent with experimental and phase-field

study of electric field annihilation of polar topological structures in

STO/PTO (Das et al., 2021). Upon turning off the electric field

subsequently, the vortex state is restored within 3 ps (Figure 3E), with

relaxation found to be similar to that of initial creation of the vortex.

The vortex core moves from its initial position before the application

of the electric field. This further corroborates the stochastic nature of

the vortex core position discussed before. Overall, these results

demonstrate the possibility of field-induced reversible topological

switching in a PE/FE nanowire.

To examine the possibility of mechanical manipulation of

vortex states, we next study the dynamics of the vortex state

under shear strain. Figure 4A shows the initial vortex state in a

5.5 nm PTO nanowire embedded in STO matrix. We simulate

shear dynamics by reducing the yz box angle at a rate of 10−5 fs−1.

FIGURE 2
Vortex formation. (A) Formation of a vortex state in the PTO nanowire after 4 ps of NNQMD simulation at a temperature of 10 K. Black, green,
silver and red spheres are Pb, Sr, Ti and O atoms, respectively, whereas arrows represent Ti polar displacements. (B) Vorticity map of the polar vortex
state.
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Under 4 ps of continuous shear strain and at box angle α � 86°,
the vortex state is still intact (Figure 4B). After 8 ps of continuous

shear and resulting box angle α � 82°, the vortex state has become

corrupted, resulting in a domain wall structure with a small curl

in the polarization near the edge of the nanowire (Figure 4C).

Upon further shearing, this small amount of curl is lost, forming

a trivial domain wall state (Figure 4D), which demonstrates the

ability to mechanically annihilate the vortex topology.

FIGURE 3
Electric-field-induced annihilation of vortex. (A)–(D) Evolution of a topological vortex state to a topologically trivial, uniformly polarized state
under electric field. (E) Restoration of the vortex state upon subsequent turning-off of the electric field.

FIGURE 4
Shear-induced annihilation of vortex state. (A) Original vortex state prior to shear deformation. (B)–(D) Gradual transformation to a trivial
domain-wall state under shear strain at different times t and lattice angles α.
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Discussion

Overall, our results demonstrate the controllability of

topological vortex states in PTO nanowires embedded in STO

through electrical and mechanical means. This work also

demonstrates the ability of the new multiscale NN/MM

method to model the emergence of topological vortices and

their erasure under electric field and shear strain, highlighting

its potential to investigate complex topological phase transitions

in ferroelectric materials. Ultimately, deterministic control of

polar topologies requires a precise understanding of the

switching dynamics on sub nanosecond time scales (Tian

et al., 2021), which is currently lacking. Atomistic methods

like the new NN/MM simulations performed here could help

provide valuable insight in this vein. Along with a recently

developed multiscale approach that combines Maxwell

equations, real-time timed-dependent density functional

theory, nonadiabatic and Fermi-occupation QMD, and excited

state NNQMD (Linker et al., 2022) to study optical control of

topological structures, the proposed NN/MM method will form

the basis of the promising new area of “computational

topotronics” to explore optical, electrical and mechanical

control of topological states in next generation toptronics

devices.
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